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1 Abstract
In the current design paradigm of centrifugal turbines, blading design has drawn on that of axial turbines. However,

the adequacy of such design practice has not been verified. Hence, this paper explores the possibility of developing new
guidelines that produce centrifugal bladings of higher performance with respect to those of axial architecture operating under
same inlet condition, through highfidelity numerical optimization. Performance is assessed base on the total pressure loss,
work output, diffusion factor and Mach number ratio. The first optimized design adopting the axial blade velocity triangle
achieves even performance. Meanwhile other profiles reach better performance. Centrifugal profiles have to resort to higher
turning to produce the same work output as the axial one and should be characterized by reduced curvature.

2 Introduction
The centrifugal turbine has recently elicited the interest of the engineering community. Its particular architecture

permits expansion of energized centrifugal flow entailing rotation of concentric rings of airfoilshaped blades. Furthermore,
the increase of flow area in the radial outward direction can naturally counterbalance the fluid density drop during expansion
while keeping the meridional velocity untouched, which is impossible in the radialinflow turbine and unrealizable in axial
turbines without flowpath flaring. The streamwise variation of peripheral speed and fictive forces strengthens the 2D nature
of the flow. With these in mind, certain key design aspects could effectively be simplified when opting for the centrifugal
turbines.

General studies on design (Pini et al., 2013), aerodynamics (Persico et al., 2015) and optimization (Persico et al.,
2018) drawing on axial turbine technology were performed. The latter can be rationalized by the loss of past expertise
on the centrifugal turbine, the bladings resemblance of both axial and centrifugal architectures conveniently provide intu
itive guidelines in selection of design parameters. However, it is noted that comprehensive reports on centrifugal turbine
aerodynamics are peculiarly scarce. Design has been conducted with limited understanding and consideration of the speci
ficity of the flow. In addition, the suitability of design parameters optimal for axial turbines has never been examined nor
demonstrated for centrifugal turbines. The current overreliance on axial turbine technologies is deemed to provoke serious
issues since axial and centrifugal turbines differ intrinsically in their aerodynamics despite their outer resemblance. In this
regard, the previous work (Liu et al., 2020) mostly demonstrated the unreliability of the classic KackerOkapuu (Kacker
and Okapuu, 1982) and Aungier (Aungier, 2006) models in loss estimation of centrifugal cascades. Now, the investigation
is brought to the upper design stage featuring blade profiling. It would study the possibility of establishing new guidelines
for production centrifugal bladings of equal performance with respect to those of axial architecture.

Current literature does not offer any blading design method specific to centrifugal turbines. As already mentioned,
their resemblance with axial turbines seem to not require one radically different. A standpoint shared by Persico et al.
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(2013), they proposed to design the blade profile in the Cartesian plane as in axial turbines beforehand and map this directly
to the centrifugal configuration. Similar axial and centrifugal aerodynamics and performances were obtained with a thin
and elliptical camber profile under static cascade flow only. Although they delivered guidelines backed by a favorable
result, these are deemed too restrictive in terms of applicability. Their consecutive work (Persico et al., 2018) addressed
optimization and presented their parametrization technique of centrifugal blade profiles, i.e. same as axial ones.

Firstly, the first stage of NASAGE E3 LPT (Cherry et al., 1984) is retained as axial benchmark. Once partitioned,
baseline centrifugal cascades are generated by conformal mapping. Then, GA optimization paired with highfidelity CFD
simulations in commercial package NUMECA (2020b) FINE/Turbo is carried out to acquire blade profiles bestfitted to
the centrifugal flow. Three configurations differing by aerodynamic constraints are envisaged. Next, these are evaluated
together with their axial counterpart to determine whether it is possible for both to achieve comparable performance under
same inlet flow angle. The figure of merit also serving as objective function is the total pressure loss. Basic aspects of the
centrifugal turbine aerodynamics are uncovered. Eventually, centrifugal blade profiling guidelines are deduced from the
optimal designs if the results are fruitful.

3 Conformal Mapping
This work begins with the elaboration of the problematics surrounding blading design, especially the rotating part in

centrifugal turbines. The change in peripheral speed and action of the fictive forces are streamwise. On global scale, these
are for instance reflected by the Euler work

L = Ωrout(κWθ ,in −Wθ ,out)+Ω2r2
out(κ2 −1). (1)

The addition involves work output due to aerodynamic and Coriolis forces in relative coordinates respectively (Lewis,
1996). Change in peripheral speed (κ = rin/rout < 1) explicitly reduces the work output of the stage. On local scale, the
relative eddy and Coriolis force may act in opposition to the acceleration on the blade suction side, thus thickening the
boundary layer and resulting in higher viscous deviation and loss. The central question to be posed is how do the axial
and centrifugal architectures compare with each other in terms of performance. More specifically, could they achieve the
same aerodynamic efficiency under similar operating conditions and design parameters ? Moreover, are there specific
and systematic guidelines to be applied on the centrifugal blading shape to reach that goal ? In absence of reliable loss
estimation model, the study is brought to the blade profiling level at which flow control is carefully effectuated. Traditional
direct methods would require unwieldy trialerror manipulation. However accounting the advent of sophisticated numerical
tools, the search of the centrifugal profile satisfying the constraints can be conducted through automated optimization. In
these regards, static components are not affected by the mentioned flow features and thus are not considered. This study
would assess the optimized centrifugal rotor blade with respect to its axial counterpart operating under same inlet flow angle
and radius.

The optimization has to begin with a baseline. Unfortunately, open literature does not provide any related data about
centrifugal turbines. Under such circumstance, the normal approach would be to undergo the design process till blade
profiling. However, this was deemed too tedious and inadequate especially when available design methodologies still
bear many unknowns and unanswered questions. Instead, the current analysis would rely on conformal mapping. This
method largely exploited by Persico et al. (2013) consists of mapping profiles traditionally built in the Cartesian plane to
the centrifugal configuration, thus setting up centrifugal cascades. In this context, the working conditions and original rotor
blade geometry was drawn from the first stage of NASAGE E3 LPT (Cherry et al., 1984). The latter serving as the axial
counterpart was partitioned into individual cascades beforehand and was transformed about their midspan/meanline via

logrp − logrin =
(xLE − xte)

b
(xp − xLE),

θp −θin =
(xLE − xte)

b
(yp − yLE).

(2)

These expressions conserve the intersection angles during transformation (Brennen, 2011). The inlet radius was obtained
with

2πrinH = π
(
r2

tip − r2
hub

)
, (3)

while retaining the same heightH as the axial one. This was crucial as the flow cross areas and mass flow rates at the inlet of
both axial and centrifugal configurations were set to be equal. The baseline meanline radius ratios κb of the centrifugal blade
is 0.935. The global shape has to undergo a logarithmic deformation which magnitude depends on κ . This is illustrated in
Fig. 1b and aft deformation is clearly accruedwith lower κ while keeping true chord constant. It inevitably enlarges the inter
blade passage, altering the exit velocities (Liu et al., 2020). When κ → 1, the linear/2D axial configuration is recovered
whereas κ → 0, flow diffusion is maximized. Although this constitutes a major drawback from design perspective, this
suffices to deliver a baseline profile on which optimization was performed.
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Figure 1 Mapped midspan blade profile of the NASAGE E3 LPT (Cherry et al., 1984).

4 Numerical Method
Since the numerical solutions serve as benchmark in the current study, a comprehensive CFD strategy is emphasized.

Despite the prevalence of CFD gained over the past decades in academia and industries, it is still subject to limitations.
Mainly, the latter arise from the overriding dependence of the computed solution upon the numerical discretization and
turbulence modelling (Denton, 2010). Without proper verification and validation included within the CFD strategy, any
produced solutions would be untrustworthy (Oberkampf and Blottner, 1998). In these regards, the previous study (Liu et al.,
2020) performed the systematic V&V procedure (Stern et al., 2001) to identify the numerical scheme (grid and turbulence
model) best suited for turbine flows. Furthermore, it was carried out on the 1.5 stage Aachen turbine (Walraevens and
Gallus, 1997) with the commercial package FINE/Turbo (NUMECA, 2020b). The CFD total pressure loss (massaveraged)
presented an acceptable ondesign numerical error of 3.79% the experimental value for the rotor (Liu et al., 2020). As
standard, empirical turbine models that achieve a discrepancy of 12% efficiency predict loss with an accuracy of ±15%.
Based on this, the fidelity of CFD was demonstrated. The current study simply drew on the results and proceeded with the
same setup.

The code of FINE/Turbo basing on cellcentered finite volume method solves the weak and conservative form of the
Favre/ReynoldsAveraged NavierStokes (RANS) equations. The inviscid convection and viscous diffusion terms are both
discretized by central difference. The steady solution was reached through explicit five stage RungeKutta time marching
and CFL = 3. In sum, the code architecture is capable of maximum second order accuracy. In order to include anisotropy
and impact of body forces on turbulence, the proprietary Separation Sensitive Corrected Explicit Algebraic Reynolds Stress
Model (SSCEARSM) was opted (NUMECA, 2020b). Compared to the EARSM model of Menter et al. (2012), this was
calibrated by Scale Adaptive Simulation data to increase turbulent mixing in flow separation region. It also enhances near
wall behavior of anisotropy.

Semiautomatic grid generation was conducted by means of AutoGrid5. Substantial computational expense was spared
by exploiting the periodicity of each blade row and modelling a single blade flow passage. Composite multiblock strategy
was exploited and permitted local refinement of the grid resolution around the blade profiles. A O4H topology with batches
of curvilinear structured hexahedral blocks was adopted. Large portion of cells were clustered at the wall boundaries and
plane intersections to enable first inner cell spacing characterized by finest y+ ≈ 0.8 within the viscous sublayer. The finest
and coarsest grids possess in total 2.69× 106 and 4.85× 104 nodes respectively and differ by a multiplier of 22 in every
coordinate direction.

As boundary conditions, absolute total temperature and pressure were imposed at the inlet patch placed at one chord
upstream of the leading edge. Mass flow was subsequently prescribed at the outlet patch placed at one chord downstream of
the trailing edge. Periodicity was placed on the circumferential patches of the control volume. Simulations were performed
with dry air modelled as ideal gas and without tip clearance. The radial shift and numerical error violate the invariance of
relative enthalpy on the same streamline. To cope with this issue, the inlet pressure is isentropically corrected to a fictive
state corresponding to the outlet station (Brown, 1972)

ptr,out,is = p̄tr,in

(
Ttr,out

T̄tr,in

) k
k−1

. (4)

The search of the efficient centrifugal blade profile was achieved through monoobjective optimization. It comprises
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screening, database generation and optimization. These were carried out by surrogate modelling andGA in an online scheme
within FINE/Design3D MINAMO (NUMECA, 2020a). The blending of these methods benefits from the effectiveness of
the search at considerably lower computational expenses.

Screening concerns blade parametrization, selection of the design variables and surrogate model (Forrester et al., 2008).
The conformally mapped blade profiles were fitted with Bézier curves in AutoBlade. The midspan section suction and
pressure surfaces are regulated by 8 and 6 control points respectively while keeping the camber untouched. The latter
serves as basis for the variation of the points. The remaining variables are the stagger, TE wedge angle and blade count.
Their range was set to±15% of their nominal value. Given the strengthened 2D nature of the centrifugal flow, the variables
of the tip and hub sections are matched to those of the midspan section. In sum, 17 variables were defined. Given the
multidimensionality of the problem, the ordinary Kriging model was chosen for data fitting.

Common database generation employs the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The latter satisfies multidimensional
stratification but lacks in spacefilling uniformity. However, Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (CVT) dataset offer highly
uniform multidimensional distribution but tend to cluster the projected sample points on any coordinate axis. To reasonably
satisfy both stratification and uniformity requirements, Latinized CVT was opted as tradeoff. It consists of CVT succes
sively reshuffled by LHS as a judicious attempt to raise dispersion of the database. The success of the V&V procedure also
implies a monotonic convergence of the solution with increasing grid resolution (Stern et al., 2001). Hereby, the afore
mentioned coarsest grid was employed while guaranteeing consistency of the solutions. The number of sample points was
increased until the inhouse ANOVA analysis yields a correlation factor beyond 0.65 between surrogate model and CFD
predictions. The figures of merit are the total pressure loss coefficient and blade diffusion factor (Baskharone, 2006)

Yt =
ptr,out,is − ptr,out

ptr,out − pout
, (5)

D f =
(p/ptr)out − (p/ptr,is)max

1− (p/ptr,is)max
, (6)

in which the subscript max refers to the blade suction surface velocity peak location. A total of 126 sample points were
generated as shown in Fig. 2.

(a) Total pressure loss coefficient. (b) Diffusion factor.

Figure 2 ANOVA analysis of the centrifugal blade database with 126 points (predicted = surrogate, accurate = CFD).

By comparison to traditional methods, GA stands out with absence of calculation of the objective function derivative
while preserving robustness during sweep of the design space (Goldberg, 1989). It mimics the Darwinian natural selection
through randomized selection, reproduction, crossover and mutation to deliver the optimum design. Firstly, the design
space was virtually filled with a population of 50 individuals. Each individual carries a set of design variables identified by
binary 8bits strings and holds a fitness value estimated by the surrogate model. Then, the population was entirely renewed
with a randomized tournament selection applied twice at a time (Deb, 2000). The fittest pair have their genetic material
exchanged with crossover to produce a pair of superior offsprings to the following generation. In total, 200 generations
were considered and required 10000 fitness function evaluations per cycle. To avoid premature genetic homogeneity of
the population, a mutation rate of 0.01 was affected to each generation renewal. It must be noted that the surrogate model
drastically lessens the computational cost allocated to the function evaluation of each individual, thus rendering the GA
affordable in this context. Next, the optimum individual of the last generation has its fitness function compared to the
one computed with CFD, orienting the search. A reasonable 50 cycles with 2 parallel searches were implemented. In
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addition, the candidates emerging from previous cycles were added to the surrogate model to refine the local topology near
the extremum. Eventually, the optimum is reached at matching of the surrogate and CFD solutions.

Single objective optimization was performed by minimizing Eq. 5. To avoid mechanically unacceptable design, the
LE and TE radii were kept constant. In addition, the maximum thickness to chord ratio was not allowed to fall below its
nominal value. Three configurations were produced by setting different constraints. The first and most straightforward was
to impose the same exit flow angle as the axial one. The second was to keep Eq. 6 below that of the axial one. The third is
an alternative to the second as it is based on the isentropic Mach number ratio

MR =
Mr,is,max

Mr,is,out
, (7)

At the end of the optimization, the new blade geometry undergo simulation on the finest grid to raise numerical accuracy
and permit detailed analysis.

5 Results
5.1 Aerodynamics

A comparison between the axial and baseline centrifugal blades is first carried out to uncover the basic centrifugal flow
aerodynamics and implication of conformal mapping. Key values are gathered in Tab. 1 Geometrically, mapping widened
the exit pitch s from axial 0.014m to baseline 0.015m and decreases o/s. The latter alters the gauging angle and also the
outflow angle despite the preserved blade exit angle. Clearly, the mapping method accounts a single profile transformation
and disregards interblade channel. It is deduced that mapped profiles systematically result in loss increase while operating
with the same inlet velocity triangles. At issue is the enlargement of the interblade channel width reflected by reduced o/s.
With accrued rear flow diffusion, overall viscous force is magnified and inevitably incurs higher loss. As for the output
work produced by the rotor, the results are consistent with the previous discussion concerning Eq. 1 in which the Coriolis
force prevents flow expansion.

Part o/s [] ∆o/s [%] βout [°] ∆βout [%] Yt [] ∆Yt [%] L [J/kg] ∆L [%]
Axial blade 0.498  59.808  0.155  2.36×104 
Bsl blade 0.479 3.815 62.537 +4.563 0.192 +23.87 2.292×104 2.881

Table 1 Massaveraged solutions of axial and centrifugal baseline profiles.

These results are backed with the aerodynamics illustrated in Fig. 3. It provides the flow acceleration process in the
interblade channel of both axial and baseline centrifugal blades. A progressive acceleration is depicted in Fig. 3a and
velocity reaches its maximum at the throat. However, Fig. 3b differ by three aspects. The channel acceleration is less
pronounced as shown by the isolines. The magnitude of the peak velocity is clearly lowered at the throat. The drop of
velocity on the front pressure side is accentuated.

(a) Axial blades. (b) Centrifugal blades.

Figure 3 Midspan relative Mach number contour.

On the other hand, it is of interest to ascertain the 2D nature of the centrifugal flow. This is done in Fig. 4 in which
the cross flow velocity of both blades is highlighted. The flow enters the channel with slight positive radial velocity and
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progressively undergoes a decrease during the flow acceleration in Fig 4a. This marks the presence of nonnegligible and
same direction radial pressure gradient on both suction and pressure sides of the blade. Once the flow exits the channel, the
cross velocity is gradually decayed until the outlet boundary. By evidence, axial turbine flow is 3D. Yet, an entirely different
picture is depicted in Fig. 4b. There seems to be an increase in axial velocity highlighted by the unstructured pattern of the
isolines and different scale. However, the magnitude is irrelevant compared to that of Fig. 4a. Thereby, the 2D nature of
the centrifugal flow is demonstrated. Based on these results, it can be advanced that 2D S1 method better suit centrifugal
turbines.

(a) Axial blades. (b) Centrifugal blades.

Figure 4 Midspan cross velocity contour.

Given the previous considerations, it is worthwhile to determine the impact of the centrifugal and Coriolis force on
the turbine flow. For this purpose, the aerodynamics of the baseline centrifugal blade is exposed at static and rotating
conditions in Fig. 5. On the same scale, their overall flow acceleration is similar. Nevertheless, the static blade has accrued
acceleration at the suction front in Fig. 5a. In the same vein, the velocity drop on the front pressure side is reinforced. From
these observations, it seems that the fictive forces mitigate the intensity of velocity change.

(a) Static. (b) Rotating.

Figure 5 Midspan relative Mach number contour of the centrifugal blade.

Further insights are given in the velocity distributions in Fig. 6. The first concerns the earlier axial and baseline
centrifugal blades as shown in Fig. 6a. The widened interblade channel dampens flow acceleration but alteration is only
reflected at the rear suction side. The shorter centrifugal distribution is caused by conformal mapping as addressed in Fig. 1b.
Beginning from the midprofile of the centrifugal blade, the slope is lowered while maintaining the same trend as the axial
one until the TE. However, the drop following the velocity peak and causing flow diffusion is alleviated. Meanwhile, the
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pressure side is practically unaffected. It seems that the fictive forces can balance the deceleration brought by widened
flow channel. Now, the second comes back to the static and rotating baseline centrifugal blade depicted in Fig. 6b. From
midtorear suction side, the fictive forces lower flow acceleration but mitigate flow diffusion. The suction and pressure
front sides highlights the magnitude of the fictive forces balancing flow deceleration. In sum, the fictive forces are not
trivial and on contrary reveals to be beneficial as they can partly remedy the shortcoming of conformal mapping.
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(a) Axial vs. centrifugal.
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(b) Static vs. rotating.

Figure 6 Midspan isentropic Mach number distribution along profile meanline.

5.2 Optimization
As reminder, three optimized designs were produced and differ by their aerodynamic constraint. Their CFD solutions

with the finest grid are gathered in Tab. 2. The first design which has to keep the axial outlet flow angle achieves the same
level of loss as the axial one under widened o/s but seems to bring three penalties with lower L and MR and higher D f .
Regarding the lessened work output, the earlier discussion with Eq. 1 is recalled. By adopting the same flow angles/velocity
triangles, the Coriolis force restrains flow expansion and altogether with the centrifugal force were shown to act on the
suction surface boundary layer flow in Fig. 6b. Once the flow exits the interblade channel, it undergoes diffusion which
notably raises the back pressure at the expense of velocity. Hence, the axial and centrifugal conditions at suction side
velocity peak are even. Now, the second design has exceeding performance overall. It establishes the fact that even or
higher work could only be obtained at higher turning. In this case with same inlet flow condition, sharper exit flow angle is
required. The third design delivers similar performance at considerably higher MR but at the expense of higher D f as well.

Configuration o/s [] βout [°] Yt [] L [J/kg] D f [] MR [] N []
Axial 0.498 59.808 0.155 2.36×104 0.2674 1.198 120
1 0.522 59.769 0.156 1.985×104 0.2875 1.172 119
2 0.421 66.087 0.145 2.839×104 0.2784 1.205 121
3 0.411 66.624 0.149 2.991×104 0.3509 1.307 120

Table 2 Massaveraged solutions of the optimized profiles.

Fig. 7 provides an overview of the blade profiles. Given the successful optimization, design guidelines are established
from comparison to the axial blade. The first design achieving equal performance maintains the same thickness and stagger.
It essentially differ by reduced curvature on both suction and pressure sides such that loading could be distributed more
evenly. The second design is thicker and more pronounced stagger. This configuration can guarantee better interblade
channel flow control. It has also inherited the curvature of the first design. On the opposite, the third design and the axial
blade are much more alike based on their suction and pressure side curvatures. This enhances flow acceleration. In the
same vein, larger thickness and pronounced stagger are opted for better flow control. This is well depicted in Fig. 8.
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(b) Optimization 1 vs. optimization 3.

Figure 7 Midspan blade profiles.

(a) Configuration 1. (b) Configuration 2.

Figure 8 Midspan relative Mach number contour.

Their respective velocity distribution is depicted in Fig. 9. In order to minimize loss at equal velocity triangle, the first
design maintains an almost flat velocity distribution. With the second design, a steeper slope is seen. The constraint on D f
accounts the intensity of the suction rear velocity drop and width of the diffusion area. In this case, the velocity drop is
deeper and thus diffusion area is shortened to arrive at comparable D f . The alternative constraint on MR forces the flow to
reach higher velocity locally. As consequence, the third design has a sonic region on its suction surface which is followed by
a sharper drop. The latter explains its higher D f and should be avoided. This result confirms the conclusion of Marconcini
et al. (2012). Mach number should not be used as figure of merit in redesign of blade profiles. Instead, pressure can better
connect the flow condition to loss.
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Figure 9 Midspan isentropic Mach number distribution along profile meanline.

6 Conclusion
This work attempts to establish new blade profiling guidelines for centrifugal blades exploiting wellposed numerical

optimization. Since the baseline centrifugal blade is obtained through conformal mapping, its feature is also covered. It
can effectively preserve the geometric angles of the Cartesian profile in the centrifugal configuration. However, it entirely
disregards the interblade channel configuration and systematically widens the channel. This is reflected by the results in
Tab. 1. As consequence, loss is increased due to lessened flow guidance. The aerodynamics of the centrifugal flow is
also uncovered. By comparison to the axial blade and static centrifugal blade, it is seen that fictive forces can mitigate
the channel widening effect on the flow and flatten the velocity variation on the suction surface. Regarding optimization,
three configurations is envisaged. The first has the same flow angles as the axial blade. The blade profile is characterized
by reduced curvature which permits a more even distribution of loading. Although equal performance is achieved, the
presence of Coriolis force inherently retrains flow expansion. The second design with sharper exit flow angle makes it clear
that higher turning is required in centrifugal configuration to arrive at the same work output as the axial one. The third has
the same level of loss but with sonic flow. In sum, it is advanced as design guidelines that :

• Thicker profile and accrued stagger enhance flow control.

• Higher turning must be opted in centrifugal blade to achieve the same level of work as the axial one.

• The Mach number should not be used as figure of merit in optimization. Pressure is much more efficient in relating
the flow condition to loss.

• Profiles with reduced curvature suit centrifugal flow.

It is recommended to expand this research at different meanline radius ratio to draw more convincing results.

Nomenclature
Symbols

β Relative Flow Angle [°]

κ Meanline Radius Ratio []

Ω Rotation Speed [rad/s]

H Height [m]

k Heat Ratio []

L Output Work [J/kg]

l Blade Meanline [m]

m Meridional Coordinate [m]

N Blade Count []

o Throat Width [m]

p Pressure [Pa]

r, R Radius [m]

rp, θp Polar Coordinate [m]

s Exit Pitch [m]

T Temperature [K]

W Relative Velocity [m/s]

xp, yp Cartesian Coordinate [m]

Yt Total Pressure Loss Coeffi
cient []

Subscripts

θ Tangential

b Baseline

hub Hub

in Inlet
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is Isentropic

LE Leading Edge

max Blade Maximum Velocity
Location

out Outlet

r Relative

t Total

te Trailing Edge

tip Tip

Acronyms

CFD Computational Fluid Dy
namics

CFL Courant Friedrich Levy

GA Genetic Algorithm

LE Leading Edge

LPT Low Pressure Turbine

TE Trailing Edge

V&V Verification & Validation
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